The purpose of this note is to show that unlike for set forcing, an inner model of a class-generic extension need not itself be a class-generic extension. 
holds in L ]) where is a P-name for R and therefore Sat(L R]) is de nable from R; SathL; Ai: As A is L-amenable and O # exists, SathL; Ai is also L-amenable. a Remarks (a) Sat(L R]) could be replaced by Sat(hL R]; Ai) in Proposition 3, however we have no need here for this stronger conclusion. (b) A real violating the conclusion of Proposition 3 was constructed in Friedman 94], however the real constructed there was not generic over L:
Thus to prove Theorem 2 it will su ce to nd a generic R 2 L O # ] such that for each L-amenable A; Sat(L R]) is not de nable (with parameters) over hL R]; Ai: First we do this not with a real R but with a generic class S; and afterwards indicate how to obtain R by coding S:
We produce S using the Reverse Easton iteration P = hP j 1i; de ned as follows. P 0 =trivial forcing and for limit 1; Easton support is used to de ne P (as a direct limit for regular, inverse limit otherwise). For singular ; P +1 = P Q( ) where Q( ) is the trivial forcing and nally for regular ; P +1 = P Q( ) where Q( ) is de ned as follows: let hb j < i be the L-least partition of the odd ordinals < into -many disjoint pieces of size and we take a condition in Q( ) to be p = hp(0); p(1); : : :i where for some (p) < ; p(n) : (p) ?! 2 for each n:
Extension is de ned by: p q i (p) (q); p(n) extends q(n) for each n and q(n + 1)( ) = 1, 2 b \ (q); (p)) ?! p(n)( ) = 0: Thus if G is Q( )-generic and S n = S fp(n)jp 2 Gg then S n+1 ( ) = 1 i S n ( ) = 0 for su ciently large 2 b : Now we build a special P-generic G( 1); de nably over L O # ]: The desired generic but not strictly generic class is S 0 = S fp(0)jp 2 G(1)g: We de ne G( i ) by induction on A 2 ORD; where hi j 2 ORDi is the increasing enumeration of I f0g; I = Silver Indiscernibles. G( i 0 ) is trivial and for limit 1; G(< i ) = S fG(< i )j < g; G(i ) = S fG(i 2 )j < g (where i 1 = 1):
Suppose that G( i ) is de ned, limit or 0; and we wish to de ne G( i +n ) for 0 < n < !: If n is even and G( i +n ) has been de ned then we de ne G( De nition. For X ORD; 2 ORD and n 2 ! we say that is X ? n stable if hL X]; X \ i is n -elementary in hL X]; Xi: is X-stable if is X ? n stable for all n:
Lemma 4. For limit or 0, n even, I +n+1 is not S-stable. Proof. Let i = i +n and j = i +n+1 : Note that S m (j) is de ned from S(j) just as S m (1) is de ned from S(1) = S: But S(j) = S \ j and for M > n; S m (j) 6 = S m (1) since i 2 S m (j); i = 2 S m (1): So j is not S-stable. a Lemma 5. For L-amenable A ORD; i +n+1 is (S; A) ? n stable for su ciently large limit ; all n 2 !: Proof. Let Now we prove the lemma. Suppose ' is n and true of (S(i); A \ i): Choose p 2 G( i); p ': Then by the Claim, (p) n ': As i is A-stable, (p) n ' in P( 1): By construction (p) n belongs to G( 1); in the sense that (p) n (< i) 2 G(< i) G(< 1) and (p) n (i) 2 G(1): So ' is true of (S; A): a Theorem 6. S is generic, but not strictly generic, over L: Proof. By Proposition 3 (which also holds for classes), if S were strictly generic over L then for some L-amenable A we would have that SathL S]; Si would be de nable over hL S]; S; Ai: But then for some n; all su ciently large (S; A) ? n stables would be S-stable, in contradiction to Lemmas 4,5. a
To prove Theorem 2 we must show that an S as in Theorem 6 can be coded by a real R in such a way as to preserve the properties stated in lemmas 4,5. We must rst re ne the above construction:
Theorem 7. Let hA(i)ji 2 Ii be a sequence such that A(i) is a constructible subset of i for each i 2 I: Then there exists S obeying Lemmas 4,5 such that in addition, A(i) is de nable over hL i S]; S \ ii for i 2 Odd (I) = fi +n j limit or 0; n oddg. Proof. We use a slightly di erent Reverse Easton iteration: Q( ) speci es n( ) ! and if n( ) < !; it also speci es a constructible A( ) ; then conditions and extension are as before, except we now require that if n( ) < ! then for p to extend q; we must have p(n( ))(2 + 2) = 1 i 2 A( ); for 2 + 2 2 (q); (p)): Then if n( ) < !; the Q( )-generic will code A( ) de nably (though the complexity of the de nition increases with n( ) < !):
Now in the construction of G( i ); 1 we proceed as before, with the following additional speci cations: n(i +n ) = n for odd n and n(i +n ) = ! for even n ( limit or 0). And for odd n we specify A(i +n ) to be the A(i); i = i +n as given in the hypothesis of the Theorem.
Lemma 4 holds as before; we need a new argument for Lemma 5. Note that for i 2 Odd(I) it is no longer the case that P(< i)
i.e., the forcing Q(i) where n(i) has been speci ed as !: De ne (p) m as before for p 2 P( i): Claim. Suppose m n + 1; n is even, i = i +n+1 ( limit or 0) and ' is m relative to S(i); B with parameters, where B i; B 2 L: If p 2 P( i) (where n(i) = n + 1)
Proof. As in the proof of the corresponding Claim in the proof of Lemma 5. If m = 1 and p ' in P( i); then if the conclusion failed, we could choose q (p) 1 in P ( i); q '; then (we can assume) (q) 0 ' in P( i); but (q) 0 and p are compatible. The other implications are clear, as P( i) P ( i): Given the result for m n; ' m+1 and p ' in P( i); if the conclusion failed we could choose q (p) m+1 in P ( i); q ' (indeed, q (x) some x; where ' = 8x ; m ); then q ' in P( i); (q) m ' in P ( i); (q) m ' in P( i) by induction. But (q) m ; p are compatible in P( i); using the fact that m n and q (p) m+1 ;
contradiction. And again the other implications follow, as P( i) P ( i): a (Claim.) Now the proof of Lemma 5 proceeds as before, using the new version of the Claim. a The choice of hA(i)ji 2 Ii that we have in mind comes from the next Proposition. Proposition 8. For each n let A n = f j For i < j 1 < : : : < j n in I; < i; ( ; j 1 : : : j n ) and (i; j 1 : : : j n ) satisfy the same formulas in L with parameters < g: Then any L-amenaable A is 1 -de nable over hL; A n i for some n: Proof. For each i 2 I; A \ L i belongs to L and hence is of the form t(i)(j 0 (i); i, 1(n(i))) where t(i) is a 0 -Skolem term for L;j 0 (i) is a nite sequence of indiscernibles < i and1 (n(i)) is any sequence of indiscernibles > i of length n(i) 2 !: By Fodor's Theorem and indiscernibility we can assume that t(i) = t;j 0 (i) =j 0 and n(i) = n are independent of i: To see that A is 1 -de nable over hL; A n+1 i it su ces to show that for~i <j increasing sequences from A n+1 of length n+1,~i andj satisfy the same formulas in L with parameters < min (~i): But by de nition, for < min(~i) and i = fi 0 ; : : :; i n g;j = fj 0 ; : : :j n g we get: L j = '( ; j 0 : : : j n ) ! '( ; i 0 ; j 1 : : :j n ) ! '( ; i 0 ; i 1 ; j 2 : : :j n ) ! ! '( ; i 0 ; : : : ; i n ): a Now for i 2 I write i = i +n ; limit or 0, n 2 ! and let A(i) = A n \ i. Proof. Instead of using the i +n ; n 2 ! ( limit or 0) use the i n ; n 2 ! where i n = least element of A n greater than i : Thus S fi n jn 2 !g = i +1 and as above we can construct S to preserve indiscernibles and L-co nalities and satisfy that no i n ; n odd is S-stable, i n+1 is (S; A) ? n stable for large enough ; n (given any Lamenable A) and A n \ i n+1 is de nable over hL i S]; S \ ii for i = i n+1 ; n even. Then code (G(< 1); S) by a real, preserving indiscernibles and co nalities, requiring as before that for inaccessible ; any coding condition with in its domain reduces dense D p < strictly below ; when D is de nable over hL G(< ); S\ ]; G(< ); S\ i:
Then for any L-amenable A; i n+1 will be (R; A)? n stable for su ciently large ; n:
This implies as before that R is not strictly generic. a Remark 1. A similar argument shows: For any n 2 ! there is a real R 2 L O # ] which is strictly generic over L; yet G is not n hL R]; R; Ai whenever R 2 L G]; G literally generic over hL; Ai: Thus there is a strict hierarchy within strict genericity, given by the level of de nability of the literally generic G from the strictly generic real. 
